
FORGOTTEN

GREECE

Raw. Atypical. Brutally
Honest... As never
experienced before.

Are you ready to see

Greece in its darker

shades of blue?



From antiquity to the 20th century, Greece has been a

nation frequently engulfed in brutal conflict -

sometimes external, and often internal.

These emotionally and politically charged

confrontations have left an indelible mark in the Greek

psyche. To this day, these narratives inform

established,  if sometimes conflicting views about

tradition, heritage, and nation.   

We will explore the deeply rooted beliefs and contrasts

emerging from such epic narratives, and the ways

these define modern Greek identity. 

A  NATION

AT  WAR

The locations we will be visiting include :

- Tunnels and bunkers

- Mass execution memorial sites

- Ancient fortifications

- WW2 and Civil War battlefields 

DARK  H I S TOR I E S

Visit the sobering locations of certain dark episodes in

the history of Greece : forced labour, ancient blood

cults,  reprisals, or mass executions,. 

"Go tell the Spartans,

passer-by:

That here, by Spartan law,

we lie"

Epitaph of Thermopylae

COMBAT  ACT I ON

Military history comes to life ! We will re-enact actual

engagements from the Classical, 2nd World War and

Civil War eras, utilising maps, props, eyewitness

reports, and rare photo material. 

    



A  NATION

AT  WORK

The grim industrial locations we will be exploring

include :

- Old factories

- Humongous machinery

- a lignite Power Station

- A refinery and a shipyard

V I S I ONARY  MEGA  PRO J EC T S

Travel back to an era of vision and ambition that

defined the emerging Greek nation. See the mega-

projects that established, but also bankrupted Greece 

"Regrettably,

we are bankrupt"

Prime Minister Charilaos

Trikoupis, 1893
POS T - I N DUS TR I A L  DECAY

Experience gritty industrial and urban locations. See

the social outcomes of fruitless policies and economic

mismanagement   

Discovery, invention, and industry characterised

Greeks since ancient times, epitomised by the Classical

Golden Age.

 

In modern times, however, the country faces enduring

economic failure, social injustice, and an inexplicable

difficulty to move on. What's the matter?

We will debate these deficiencies from an industrial

view point, and deep dive straight into the root causes

of the problem : the politics, conflicting interests, and

tribal attitudes that are holding Greece back.  



The Forgotten Greece tour is ideal for Urban Explorers

of all levels of experience, and reasonably accessible.

We will be exploring derelict locations, connecting the

dots of history, recording the majesty in video and

photography,  and enjoying the thrill of discovery along

the way.

True - there will be some dark and narrow spaces,

jagged edges, steps and steep inclines. Having said

that, none of the locations and activities in this tour is

dangerous, illegal or requires exceptional physical

condition.    

A  NATION

ABANDONED

There's an abundance of abandoned locations to visit,

including :

- Majestic shipwrecks

- An abandoned Hotel Resort.

- A disused Swimming Pool

- Many rusty vehicles, trains, cranes and boats

URBAN  &  RURA L  EXP LORAT I ON

Explore abandoned sites, revel in rust, document the

decay, Greece boasts some of the best light and

atmospheric conditions in the world, a true paradise

for media or visual artists !    

“In the night air they passed the shells

of concrete towers, blockhouses half

buried in rubble, giant conduits filled

with tyres, overhead causeways crossing

broken roads [….] In the suburbs of Hell,

Travis walked in the flaring light of the

petrochemical plants” 

J.G. Ballard, The Atrocity Exhibition

AS TON I SH I NG  LOCAT I ONS

Our stunning urbex locations are not dangerous or

illegal to visit, and they vary over time to account for

changes in accessibility. And there's plenty to

experience, more than can fit in a single tour !



I want to show you another Greece, beyond the images

of ancient temples, white washed islands, crystal clear

waters, and blue skies.

. . but you would be wrong to assume that there will be

none of the above during the tour. Indeed, there will be

more than enough traditional villages, seaside

tavernas, and archaeological sites. (No promises about

the weather, although it has rarely failed me!)

I have included a satisfying portion of amazing historic

locations into the mix, ranging from World Heritage

status to the outright obscure.    

A  NATION

FORGOTTEN

This is a (non exhaustive) list of historic locations we

will visit : 

- The abandoned Byzantine castle state of Mystras

- The ancient walled town of Messene 

- An abandoned Roman Villa and Baths complex

- A forgotten early Christian Catacomb

-The romantic Medieval fortress island of Monemvasia 

WORLD  HER I TAGE

We will be visiting a number of actual or tentative

World Heritage sites representing a variety of eras :

Classical, Roman, or Byzantine. 

"The stream of Time, irresistible, ever

moving, carries off and bears away all

things that come to birth and plunges

them into utter darkness, both deeds of

no account and deeds which are mighty

and worthy of commemoration"

Byzantine Princess Anna Komnene, The

Alexiad

OBSCURE  S I T E S

We will be discovering a number of unlisted ancient

sites, some of which have been forgotten and remain

unknown even to locals.  



FORGOTTEN

GREECE

2 departures each year
10 guests max
Unlimited Magic 

Contact :
www.explorabilia.co.uk
explore@explorabilia.co.uk

Check main website for

itinerary, prices and full terms

& conditions

 


